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 Stakeholder Use Cases

 Project Capabilities

 Stakeholder Interfaces

 Activity Flow and Breakdown for 
specific Business Scenarios

Electric Road System Architecture



 A use case diagram concisely 
conveys a set of use cases—the 
externally visible services that a 
system provides—as well as the 
actors that invoke and participate in 
those use cases

 Gives a graphical overview of the 
system functionalities in terms of 
system actors

 Shows dependencies and 
associations between the system 
actors

Example of a Use Case in MagicDraw

Example of a System Actor
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Use Case Diagrams
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 A high-level specification of the ERS 
abilities over the three project 
phases

 Measurement sets are linked to each 
capability in order to evaluate its 
effectiveness
 A capability a high-level specification 

of the enterprise's ability to execute 
a specified course of action

Capabilities

Example of a Capability with Measurements
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 Capability Configurations is a composite 
structure representing the resources and 
properties (and their interactions) in an 
enterprise, assembled to meet a 
capability.

 Fielded Capabilities is an actual, fully 
realized Capability Configuration. All 
resources and properties have now been 
assigned real data. Fielded Capabilities
are typed by a Capability Configuration.

 Measurement Set is a collection of 
measurements that are linked to a specific 
capability. 

Capability Configurations
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 The information diagram is a 
representation of a system block with 
a hierarchy of its composite 
elements and value types

 Can be seen as an inventory over 
the internal contents and shows the 
type and quantity of each value

 It is a form of data decomposition 
and shows the structural 
relationships

 This view conveys the current set of 
data/information that could be used 
to describe a certain data element

Information Diagram
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 Captures the internal structure of a 
system and its stakeholders and 
their relationships

 Describes all the possible intended 
usages of the system stakeholders 
and its properties

 The Stakeholder Interface displays 
the allowed communication to 
external systems and defines the 
possible signals that can be allowed 
to be transferred

Stakeholder Interface

Example of stakeholders:

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Previously this slide was called ”Operational Architecture”
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 It models the internal processes 
of a system and its workflow as 
opposed to external events

 Focuses more on the work 
performed instead of the object 
interaction

 A convenient way to describe 
business and operations processes

Activity Diagrams

Example:
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 The sequence diagram models the 
messages sent between Lifelines of 
objects and actors over a time 
sequence

 The vertical axis represents time and 
the horizontal axis represents the 
participating objects

 A sequence diagram is a good 
choice for specifying a behaviour 
when you want the focus to be on 
how the parts of a system interact 
with one another via messages and 
signals to produce an emergent 
behaviour

Sequence Diagrams

Example:
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Include - An include relationship provides a mechanism for factoring out a common functionality that is shared among multiple use cases and is always 
performed as part of the base use case.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
02 ERS connection Use Case<Connect to Electric Road> is the main UC. It includes <Vehicle access control by operator> and is included by <Initiate usage cost handling>.�This UC view diagram handles the circumstances around the connection to ERS, but most importantly the initiation of the cost handling for using ERS is in this UC view diagram.
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Include - An include relationship provides a mechanism for factoring out a common functionality that is shared among multiple use cases and is always 
performed as part of the base use case.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
03 ERS disconnection Use Case<Disconnect from Electric Road> is the main UC. It includes <Vehicle disconnect control by operator> and is included by <Conclude usage cost handling and initiate billing>.�This UC view diagram handles the circumstances around the disconnection from ERS, but most importantly the conclusion of cost handling for using ERS is in this UC view diagram. After the conclusion the billing process to the ERS user is started.
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Include - An include relationship provides a mechanism for factoring out a common functionality that is shared among multiple use cases and is always 
performed as part of the base use case.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
04 ERS vehicle use of electric road Use CaseThis is the UC views diagram that occurs between <02 ERS connection UC> and <03 ERS disconnection UC>.�The diagram visualizes the actors that are concerned with the overall use when an Electric Road vehicle is using the electric road. Track the usage of Electric Road so that the cost handling becomes accurate.
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05 ERS real time usage handling Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors that are concerned with when the Electric Road under use.��Contains a link to the operational view <Electric Road usage>.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
06 ERS vehicle inspection Use CaseThis diagram is intended to showcase the actors interested in the inspection of the Electric Road vehicles.The inspection is to ensure that the Electric Road vehicles meet certain standards regarding safety, emission, performance, gauge for electricity usage etc.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
07 vehicle service Use CaseThis diagram is for visualizing the service use case which occurs due to the remarks left by the inspection company from <06 ERS vehicle inspection Use Case>.A natural extension of the service is the fee associated with it.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
08 ERS vehicle used handling Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the 2nd and 3rd life use of the Electric Road vehicles. The redistribution of the vehicle could be handled by an authorized reseller.�To be accepted for 2nd and 3rd life use it must meet certain criteria. Otherwise the vehicle will be disposed of. If that is the case, see <10 ERS vehicle end-of-life disposal Use Case> for more information.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
09 ERS maintenance Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the maintenance of the Electric Road.Part of the maintenance could also be the procurement of additional electric road segments. Therefore, <Procurement> is an extension of the <Electric Road maintenance>.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
10 ERS vehicle end-of-life disposal Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the end-of-life disposal of the Electric Road vehicles. This occurs when the Electric Road vehicles no longer can be used on Electric Road anymore even after service and maintenance.�The parts of the vehicle could still be of use though. Therefore, the associated fee is bidirectional.
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11 ERS accident handling Use CaseThis diagram showcases the actors involved when an accident happens on the electric road. 
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12 ERS vehicle development, production and sales Use CaseThis diagram showcases the actors involved during the making of the vehicle to be used on Electric Road.�Could be dissected into more detailed, separate use cases.  
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13 ERS billing Use CaseA separate use case for the actors involved in the billing procedure for using Electric Road.�A reference use case, whatever business model is decided on will inherit properties from this one.
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14 ERS usage data handling Use CaseThe actors interested in the collection of different types of usage data when from using Electric Road.
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Extend - An extend relationship provides an optional functionality, which extends the base use case at defined extension points under specified 
conditions

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
15 ERS construction Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the construction of Electric Road. Construction procurement is a precondition that needs to be met in order to initiate the construction of electric road. Note that as part of the procurement process, <Transported goods owner> and <Haulage contractor> needs to be involved since they are the ones that will have contracts with the energy provider. 



Capabilities for all ERS phases
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Demonstration phase Pilot phase Deployment phase

Presentatör
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Capabilities for all ERS phasesThese capabilities are the currently defined high-level specifications of the ERS and its different phases. They are to be considered as a means to evaluate how well a phase has been executed. 



Capabilities for ERS Demonstration phase
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Capabilities for Demonstration phaseDuring the demonstration phase the most important aspects is technology development and advancement, less focus is on perhaps profitability. It is important that the new technology surrounding electric road “works” and find the most optimal solution.One could say that the system of interest (SOI) is the Vehicle Electric Road subsystem and Power transfer subsystem (EVS31 2017).



Capabilities for ERS Pilot phase
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Capabilities for Pilot phaseDuring the pilot phase the electric road is now deployed in a live and open environment to simulate real usage. The business aspects of electric road now becomes more relevant. Contracts and agreements are starting to form between stakeholders and users of the electric road. The predominate subsystems could be the Road subsystem, Road operation subsystem and Electricity subsystem (EVS31 2017).



Capabilities for ERS Deployment phase
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In the diagram, the relationships are of the 
type ”directed composition”. This means 
there is a container class (the one who owns 
the filled diamond shape) and a contained 
class (the one with the arrow). 

The relationship simple put is as follows, the 
contained class will be obliterated if the 
container class is destroyed.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Capabilities for Deployment phaseThe final phase is the Deployment phase where every aspect of the electric road should be operational and fully functioning. A sustainable business model is in place, technology is working flawlessly etc. Now it is also important to have capabilities handling the “after” deployment phase though, such as maintenance, disposals and recycling of both the electric road and the electric road vehicle. Environmental capabilities are also major stakeholders here. 	In the diagram, the relationships are of the type ”directed composition”, this means there is a container class (the one who owns the filled diamond shape) and a contained class (the one with the arrow). The relationship simple put is as follows, the contained class will be obliterated when the container class is destroyed. So from the diagram it can be seen that most of the capabilities is contained by the “Electric road deployment” capability. If the capability “Electric road deployment” is not fulfilled, none of the other capabilities cannot be fulfilled either.The capability “Reduced environmental effects for heavy haulage” is contained by “Electric road deployment”, but itself also contains two other capabilities, the “Reduced use of diesel fuel in heavy duty transports” and the Reduced CO2 emission of electric road for heavy haulage” capability. 



ERS phase dependencies
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Capabilities phase dependenciesThis view shows all the previous Capabilities, but also the relationship and dependencies with other capabilities. Basically, how are the each capability dependent on other capabilities, which capability needs to be fulfilled before another one can be met.This diagram has a simple dependency relationship meaning it is a relationship that shows that an capability, or set of capabilities, requires other model elements for their specification or implementation. In this case, the capabilities is only dependant on other capabilities. 



Capabilities with parameters
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Capabilities with parametersThis view is another complimentary view on the previous Capabilities. No new capability has been added. But here you can see the internal parameters and measurements. These are useful tools in order to evaluate how well the capabilities have been met and fulfilled. Real-life data can be plugged in.
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Measurement sets and its linked Capability
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Measurement Sets – A collection of 
measurements used to evaluate how well the 
capability has been met

Presentatör
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Measurement Sets – A collection of measurements used to evaluate how well the capability has been met. Later the measurement set will be linked to Fielded Capabilities as Actual Measurement Sets. This means that the measurements has been assigned real, actual data. Not all attributes in the measurement set has to be used for evaluating the Fielded Capability.



Capability Configuration
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Capability Configuration - A composite 
structure representing the resources and 
properties (and their interactions) in an 
enterprise, assembled to meet a capability

Actual Measurement Set - A set of 
measurements with target values the linked 
capabilities desire to achieve. This is used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the capabilities. 

Presentatör
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Capability Configuration - A composite structure representing the physical and human resources (and their interactions) in an enterprise, assembled to meet a capabilityThe Capability Configuration exhibits certain Capabilities. The capabilities have certain properties or target attributes and values they ideally have to meet. This is to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of that capability, i.e. a Measurement of Effectiveness (MoE). The Capabilities therefore can have the relationship Desired Effect, linking it to the Actual Measurement Sets.



Ex: Deployed Electric Road, E4 Gävle-Sundsvall year 1
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Fielded Capabilities is an actual, fully realized Capability 
Configuration. All resources and properties have now 
been assigned real data which is contained in the Actual 
Measurement Set. Fielded Capabilities are typed by a 
Capability Configuration.

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Fielded Capabilities on a fictitious electric road stretchThe Fielded Capabilities in the following views have been used to demonstrate how it can look like when multiple electric road stretches has been deployed. With the Actual Measurement Set it is straightforward to compare the different stretches on how well they have met certain performance criteria and what has been achieved. This could be related to environmental, economical or societal performance, such as air quality, noise level, emission, cost and much more.The Fielded Capabilities can be linked to a specific time frame. In the example above the “deployed” electric road E4 Gävle-Sundsvall is for the whole of year 2023. 



Ex: Deployed Electric Road, E4 Gävle-Sundsvall year 1 & 2
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Presentatör
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Here we have a fictitious comparison exmaple of the electric road E4 Gävle-Sundsvall over a two year period, 2023 vs 2024.In the example it can be send that most of the values have been improved. The CO2 emission has been reduced, there are less particles in the air and the road stretch has even been lengthened. 



ERS Expansion Progress for Three Roads (Choice 1)
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ERS Expansion Progress for Three Roads (Choice 2)
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ERS Expansion Progress for Three Roads



Electric Road Phases and Enterprise Goals
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Enterprise phase

Enterprise Goals are identified 
by a unique “id” and will later 
be associated with a specific 
Enterprise Phases

Each Enterprise Phase also 
have an Enterprise Vision. 
Linked is then the Vision 
Statement for that specific 
Enterprise Vision. 

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Here the different Enterprise Phases are defined. Then there are the Enterprise Goals identified by a unique “id” and associated with a specific Enterprise Phases.Each Enterprise Phase should also have an Enterprise Vision created. Linked is then the Vision Statement for that specific Enterprise Vision. 



Electric Road Phases and Vision
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Here the different Enterprise Phases are defined for the whole project life cycle.Each Enterprise Phase also have an Enterprise Vision created. Linked is then the Vision Statement detailing the specifics for a certain Enterprise Vision. 
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In the following views are the Enterprise Goals. They have a unique “id” and are associated with the previously shown Enterprise Phases. They are sorted in no specific order.
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Actual Phases for Electric Road
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Actual Enterprise Phase describes 
the phase of an Enterprise 
endeavor. It now also contains 
different attributes such as “goal” 
which comes from the previous 
Enterprise Goals and start date. 

Presentatör
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This view shows the “Actual” enterprise phases for the Electric Road project. It describes the phase of an Enterprise endeavor. The Actual Enterprise Phase now also contains different attributes such as “goal” which comes from the previous Enterprise Goals and “startDate”. Each actual phase then Exhibits a number of capabilities. 



ERS Actual Demonstration Phase
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This view shows the “Actual” enterprise phases for the Electric Road project, specifically for the “electric road demonstration phase”. The Actual Enterprise Phase now also contains different attributes such as “goal” which comes from the previous Enterprise Goals and “startDate”. Each actual phase then Exhibits a number of capabilities. 



ERS Actual Pilot Phase
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This view shows the “Actual” enterprise phases for the Electric Road project, specifically for the “electric road pilot phase”. The Actual Enterprise Phase now also contains different attributes such as “goal” which comes from the previous Enterprise Goals and “startDate”. Each actual phase then Exhibits a number of capabilities. 



ERS Actual Deployment Phase
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This view shows the “Actual” enterprise phases for the Electric Road project, specifically for the “electric road deployment phase”. The Actual Enterprise Phase now also contains different attributes such as “goal” which comes from the previous Enterprise Goals and “startDate”. Each actual phase then Exhibits a number of capabilities. 
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This view conveys the current set of data/information that could be used to describe an electric road. It is purely an Information view. The information diagram is a representation of a system block with a hierarchy of its composite elements and value types.Can be seen as an inventory over the internal contents and shows the type and quantity of each value. It is a form of data decomposition and shows the structural relationships.This view conveys the current set of data/information that could be used to describe a certain data element.In the following views is the breakdown of this diagram, it was not done any specific order.
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Relationship Between all Logical Elements
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This is the complete relationship diagram for all logical elements in the MagicDraw model. It shows how certain elements are related to each other and what is expected between two linked elements. The diagram can me made scenario specific, which will be seen later on. In the upcoming views is a breakdown of this diagram. They are sorted after the stakeholders of the following cases; Electricity Handling and Subscriptions, Vehicle Handling and Electric Road. 



Relationship Between Logical Elements – Electricity Handling and 
Subscriptions

65

Presentatör
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01.1 Relationships between logical elements electricity handling and subscriptionsThis view contains all the elements regarding Electricity Handling and Subscriptions for electric road. From the diagram it becomes quite clear how each element are related to each other. The view is centred around the “Electric Road Operator”.



Relationship Between Logical Elements – Vehicle Handling
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01.2 Relationships between logical elements vehicle handling This view contains all the elements regarding electric road Vehicle Handling. The view is centred around the “Electric Road Vehicle”.



Relationship Between Logical Elements – Electric Road
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This view contains all the elements regarding the Electric Road itself.The view is then of course centred around the “Electric Road”.



Relationship Matrix
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The Relationship Matrix is a simple, compact way of visualizing all the logical elements in the project and to which element/s it has a link.This matrix exist in excel format called ”ERS Relationship Matrix.xlsx” and is on the ERS architecture Dropbox folder. 



ERS Usage Handling Owner Specialisation
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Inherits its properties from the view ”ERS Usage Interface”. I.e. nothing new has been created that doesn’t exist in “ERS Usage Interface”. This interface along with its elements and signals are from the perspective of then the Electric Road Operator are without billing responsibility, instead the billing responsibility is now on the Electric Road owner. The diagram is intended to explore a what-if scenario. 



Energy Contract Handling Interface
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This is the interface for the specific case of “Energy Contract Handling”. All the elements and signals in the diagram is revolved around this scenario. The energy contract is signed between the energy provider and the electric road operator only. The electric road operations contract and handling is dealt only between the electric road owner and the electric road operator. When the electricity contract is in place, the energy provider will then start transferring electricity to the local power grids which powers the electric roads.



Energy Contract Handling Activity Diagram
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Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
The “Energy Contract Handling Activity Diagram” is used to explore the process flow for energy contract handling. The logical elements and its swim lanes are the ones from the “Energy Contract Handling Interface”.Notes:It should be noted that there are a number of variations of this activity description that need to be covered.�A given provider may deny a contract request from the owner requiring a restart of the process with another provider.�Based on changes in electricity an existing contract may either periodically need to be renewed or renegotiated for other reasons. This will result in a variation of this process initiated by the provider issuing a renegotiation request to the road owner.��It should further be noted that the handling describer assumes that the ER operator manages billing towards actual ER users and has a contract with the owner that allows the operator to invoice the owner periodically for operations being provided. The operator manages billing of actual usage towards the user of the electric road and forwards money based on this to the owner. There are variations of this possible as well where the operator takes an agreed amount out of the money received from ER user and forwards the rest to the owner and avoids billing the owner for operations. This means that the operator takes the agreed upon money from the ER users payments i.e. taking a large part of the risk. The other extreme is that the operations cost is fixed in the contract with the owner irrespective of use and all money received by the operator from the users end up being forwarded to the owner. This implies that the owner takes all of the risk and the operator none. It could also be argued that in this case the owner should deal with all of the billing towards users and the operator none. 



Energy Contract Handling [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when an energy contract has been accepted between the electric road owner and the energy provider.It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after an energy contract has been accepted.



Energy Contract Handling [denied] Sequence Diagram
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Presentationsanteckningar
This sequence diagram handles the scenario when an energy contract has been declined between the electric road owner and the energy provider.Thus, there are no further interaction between the involved elements and the operation ends.



ERS Power Consumption Billing Interface
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ERS Power Consumption Billing InterfaceThis is the interface view regarding the power consumption billing of the electric road system. All the imaginable concerned stakeholders with this specific scenario are in this view.The electric road operator handles the electricity invoice on the electric road subscription. The subscription recipient can be either the haulage contractor or the transported goods owner. The operator then forwards the payment to the electric road owner. The electric road vehicle only reports its effect use to the interested parties, haulage contractor, electric road operator and transported goods owner. The intent of this view is to showcase all the types of signals that could be transferred between each element. Notice that it is all signals that could be transferred, this is dependent on the specific scenario that is in focus. 



Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor
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Electric road usage billing haulage contractorThis activity diagram describes the workflow for the scenario when Haulage Contractor is responsible for the power consumption invoices. The diagram starts when the power consumption monitor has been activated in the electric road vehicle and ends when the electricity consumption invoice payment has been transferred to the electric road owner.The activity “Power consumption monitoring” in the diagram has an internal activity, this can be seen in the slide “Power Consumption Monitoring”.Notes:This activity diagram intends to describe a possible billing process concerned with haulage i.e. where the haulage contractor subscribes to electric road access, i.e. a subscription has been negotiated in between the operator and the haulage contractor.��Based on vehicle based measurements the haulage contractor in this case receives effect usage from each vehicle as does the ER operator. The diagram shows three different vehicles where 2 belong to one operator and one to another operator. Each of the haulage contractors store usage associated with them for verification purposes.��The electric road operator receives all of the usage data from all vehicles and periodically usage for a given haulage contractor is retrieved by the operator billing activity (here shown as being initiated twice one for each contractor since this would depend on what the subscription actually contained as far a billing periodicity is concerned.��The result of the latter billing process are invoices transmitted to each of the two contractors shown here and the invoices may be accepted  or rejected by the contractor. IN the former case payment is sent and. IT is received by the ER operator and the operator may forward an agreed amount of this to the ER owner depending on hoe the agreement between them stipulates that this should be done.��A rejected invoice presumably leads to some manual interaction between the contractor and the operator that is not discussed further here.��Obviously, the haulage contractor needs to have an agreement with the transported goods owner in this scenario, either by charging electricity use separately to the transported goods owner or by dealing with this up front in the original agreement.��How this is dealt with could also be influenced by whether the transported goods owner have environmental objectives that needs to be considered.[The activity “Effect usage monitoring” contains an internal activity diagram, this can be shown in slide 30]



Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor (Simple)
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Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor (Simple)Only one instance per actor.



Power Consumption Monitoring
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Utan ram“Power Consumption Monitoring” is an underlying activity belonging to slide ”Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor“. It shows in detail the parameters that are associated with the ports, basically what is allowed to flow in and out.



Power Consumption Monitoring
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Med ram“Power Consumption Monitoring” is an underlying activity belonging to slide ”Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor“. It shows in detail the parameters that are associated with the ports, basically what is allowed to flow in and out.



Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when a power consumption invoice has been accepted between the haulage contractor and the electric road operator.It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after the invoice has been accepted. Which is the payment being forwarded by the electric road operator to the electric road owner 



Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor [not accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when a power consumption invoice has not been accepted between the haulage contractor and the electric road operator.Thus, there are no further interaction between the involved elements and the operation ends.



Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner
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Electric road usage billing transported goods ownerThis activity diagram describes the workflow for the scenario when Transported Goods Owner is responsible for the power consumption invoices. The diagram starts when the power consumption monitor has been activated in the electric road vehicle and ends when the electricity consumption invoice payment has been transferred to the electric road owner.Note that he haulage contractor has disappeared from this scenario when it is the Transported Goods Owner responsible for the invoicing. Notes:This activity diagram intends to describe a possible billing process with transported goods i.e. where the transported goods owner subscribes to electric road access, i.e. a subscription has been negotiated in between the operator and the transported goods owner.��The diagram show handling of one vehicle where however the goods transported belongs to three different transported goods owner. This implies that the vehicle effect usage measurement needs to subdivide the total effect made use of for the access among the, in this case three different owners. This can be done based on a simple percentage basis dealing with weight. The percentage is also what needs to be transmitted to the different transported goods owners whereas the totality as well as the different percentages needs to be sent to the operator.��The electric road operator receives all of the usage data from all vehicles and periodically usage for a given transported goods owner is retrieved by the operator billing activity (here shown as being initiated three times one for each owner since this would depend on what the subscription actually contained as far a billing periodicity is concerned.��The result of the latter billing process are invoices transmitted to each of the owners shown here and the invoices many be accepted  or rejected by the contractor. In the former case payment is sent and it is received by the ER operator and the operator may forward an agreed amount of this to the ER owner depending on hoe the agreement between them stipulates that this should be done.��A rejected invoice presumably leads to some manual interaction between the goods owner and the operator that is not discussed further here.



Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner 
(Simple)
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Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner (Simple)Only one instance per actor.



Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when a power consumption invoice has been accepted between the transported goods owner and the electric road operator.It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after the invoice has been accepted. Which is the payment being forwarded by the electric road operator to the electric road owner 



Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner [not accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when a power consumption invoice has not been accepted between the transported goods owner  and the electric road operator.Thus, there are no further interaction between the involved elements and the operation ends.



ERS Subscription Handling Interface
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ERS Subscription Handling InterfaceThis is the interface view regarding the subscription handling interface of the electric road system. All the imaginable concerned actors with this specific scenario are in this view.The electric road subscriptions can be handed out both by the operator and the road owner. The receiver of the subscription contract can also either be the haulage contractor or the transported goods owner. The electric road vehicle is only responsible for reporting the effect use (electricity consumption) and to log the subscription received from either the goods owner or the haulage contractor. The signals that can be transferred between the elements haulage contractor and the transported goods owner is only a request for haulage contract and a reply of which the answer is agreed or denied.Later on it will be made scenario specific in the complementary activity diagrams. The intent of this view is to showcase all the types of signals that could be transferred between each element. Notice that it is all signals that could be transferred, this is dependent on the specific scenario that is in focus. 



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator
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ER subscription handling [haulage contractor – electric road operator]This activity diagram shows handling of vehicle subscriptions when the haulage contractor is the subscribing party and the electric road operator is the one handing out subscriptions.. As can be seen this represents a much simpler handling than when the goods owner is the subscriber.��The goods loading sequence shown here is somewhat simpler as well and is identical irrespective of whether the operator or the owner manages billing.



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator 
(Simple)
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Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator (Simple)Only one instance per actor.



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. In this diagram the electric road subscription has been accepted between the haulage contractor and the electric road operator. Thus, the haulage contractor can start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been accepted. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator [denied] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. In this diagram the electric road subscription has been denied between the haulage contractor and the electric road operator. Thus, the haulage contractor cannot start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. The following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been denied is therefore null. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner
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ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road OwnerThis activity diagram shows handling of vehicle subscriptions when the haulage contractor is the subscribing party and the electric road owner is the one handing out subscriptions. As can be seen this represents a much simpler handling than when the goods owner is the subscriber.��The goods loading sequence shown here is somewhat simpler as well and is identical irrespective of whether the operator or the owner manages billing.



ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner (Simple)
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ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner (Simple)Only one instance per actor.



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. In this diagram the electric road subscription has been accepted between the haulage contractor and the electric road owner. Thus, the haulage contractor can start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been accepted. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner [denied] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. In this diagram the electric road subscription has been denied between the haulage contractor and the electric road owner. Thus, the haulage contractor cannot start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. The following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been denied is therefore null. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Owner
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PART 1 of 2ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road OwnerThis activity diagram shows handling of vehicle subscriptions when the transported goods owner is the subscribing party and the electric road owner is the one handing out subscriptions. As can be seen this represents a very complicated scenario�Notes:This activity diagram shows a sequence of events that assumes that the contract with the electric road has the goods owner as one of the entities rather than the haulage contractor. This particular diagram shows an ER subscription made the ER road owner rather than the road operator. The only difference here if the subscription is with the road operator is that the owner of the first swim lane is different, all the rest remains the same. This is why this diagram is not repeated for this possibility.��Provided an ER subscription exists there is a need to ensure that a haulage contract exists between the goods owner and the haulage contractor. Provided such a contract exists, the contract can be invoked by the goods owner. The goods owner notes that the contract has been accepted and can then invoke a specific haulage as part of the contract. Once  this is accepted each of the trucks that have been allocated informs the goods owner when it arrives at the pick-up point (here the example shows 2 vehicles as being required for a specific haulage invocation).��As the goods to be transported ate transferred onto the truck the data dealing with the subscription as well as the invocation are also transmitted to the truck.



ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Owner
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PART 2 of 2ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road OwnerThis activity diagram shows handling of vehicle subscriptions when the transported goods owner is the subscribing party and the electric road owner is the one handing out subscriptions. As can be seen this represents a very complicated scenario�Notes:This activity diagram shows a sequence of events that assumes that the contract with the electric road has the goods owner as one of the entities rather than the haulage contractor. This particular diagram shows an ER subscription made the ER road owner rather than the road operator. The only difference here if the subscription is with the road operator is that the owner of the first swim lane is different, all the rest remains the same. This is why this diagram is not repeated for this possibility.��Provided an ER subscription exists there is a need to ensure that a haulage contract exists between the goods owner and the haulage contractor. Provided such a contract exists, the contract can be invoked by the goods owner. The goods owner notes that the contract has been accepted and can then invoke a specific haulage as part of the contract. Once  this is accepted each of the trucks that have been allocated informs the goods owner when it arrives at the pick-up point (here the example shows 2 vehicles as being required for a specific haulage invocation).��As the goods to be transported ate transferred onto the truck the data dealing with the subscription as well as the invocation are also transmitted to the truck.
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ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Owner (Simple)Only one instance per actor



Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Operator [accepted] Sequence 
Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. The transported goods owner is the subscribing party and the electric road owner is the one handing out subscriptionsIn this diagram the electric road subscription has been accepted between the transported goods owner and the electric road operator. Thus, the haulage contractor can start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been accepted. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Operator [denied] Sequence 
Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario subscription handling. In this diagram the electric road subscription has been denied between the transported goods owner and the electric road operator. Thus, the haulage contractor cannot start transporting goods for the transported goods owner. The following interaction between the participating elements after the subscription has been denied is therefore null. The haulage contractor can only start transporting goods on the electric road if it has a valid electric road subscription. 



ER usage connection start
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ER usage disconnectionThis diagram shows disconnection handling as well as storage of the total power used for a single connection event. 



ER Connection: Check Vehicle Access Rights
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Utan ramCheck Vehicle Access Rights”Check Vehicle Access Rights” is an underlying activity diagram part of the swim-lane ”ERS Usage”.This diagram handles more in detail how a vehicle is to be checked before it can connect to the electric road. 
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Med ramCheck Vehicle Access Rights”Check Vehicle Access Rights” is an underlying activity diagram part of the swim-lane ”ERS Usage”.This diagram handles more in detail how a vehicle is to be checked before it can connect to the electric road. 



ER usage connection ongoing
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ER usage connection ongoingThis activity diagram is trying to describe something that is actually better described by other types of diagrams. The fundamental point here is that the segments depending on their length needs to be activated in advance as the electric road vehicle progresses through the electric road segments. The handling of this is highly dependent on the length of the segments. A electric road vehicle travelling at 36 km/h will pass 10 meters in one second. 72 km/h means 20 meters in one second and 108 km/h means 30 meters. How quickly segments can be activated or deactivated will also matter in determining how long in advance segments will need to be activated to prepare for the arrival of a electric road vehicle.��The handling above makes use of the following:��It is assumed that the vehicle can periodically transmit its speed and position (5g should make this easily possible) to the electric road operator, making it possible for the operator to determine how fast the electric road vehicle is progressing though the segments and then deactivate or activate segments in advance to make the transition between segments easy. Obviously if there are several lorries present the activation and deactivation segments may overlap and this need to be taken into account, i.e. a segment cannot be deactivated if another electric road vehicle requires it to active.��Another 5g assumption is also made use of here, namely that the segments themselves report to the overall handling of the electric road regarding current power consumption as well as power consumption gradients. If this is done, the position as well as speed information can be correlated by the electric road operator with the segment power consumption fir further verification.��If a segment is 20 meters in length or less, it seems unlikely that more than one electric road vehicle could make use of an individual segment. In cases where the segment is much longer say 1 km, more than one electric road vehicle could make use of a single segment.�
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ER usage connection ongoing simpleThis activity diagram is trying to describe something that is actually better described by other types of diagrams. The fundamental point here is that the segments depending on their length needs to be activated in advance as the electric road vehicle progresses through the electric road segments. The handling of this is highly dependent on the length of the segments. A electric road vehicle travelling at 36 km/h will pass 10 meters in one second. 72 km/h means 20 meters in one second and 108 km/h means 30 meters. How quickly segments can be activated or deactivated will also matter in determining how long in advance segments will need to be activated to prepare for the arrival of a electric road vehicle.��The handling above makes use of the following:��It is assumed that the vehicle can periodically transmit its speed and position (5g should make this easily possible) to the electric road operator, making it possible for the operator to determine how fast the electric road vehicle is progressing though the segments and then deactivate or activate segments in advance to make the transition between segments easy. Obviously if there are several lorries present the activation and deactivation segments may overlap and this need to be taken into account, i.e. a segment cannot be deactivated if another electric road vehicle requires it to active.��Another 5g assumption is also made use of here, namely that the segments themselves report to the overall handling of the electric road regarding current power consumption as well as power consumption gradients. If this is done, the position as well as speed information can be correlated by the electric road operator with the segment power consumption fir further verification.��If a segment is 20 meters in length or less, it seems unlikely that more than one electric road vehicle could make use of an individual segment. In cases where the segment is much longer say 1 km, more than one electric road vehicle could make use of a single segment.�



ER unauthorized usage handling
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ER unauthorized usage handlingThis diagram indicates specific actions associated with the detection of pirate usage of electricity from the electric road.��In order for pirate usage to be detected and dealt with,, the following scenario needs to be dealt with.�The segment lengths are such that more than one electric road vehicle can make use of each segment.�Pirate use requires that the segment has been activated based on an allowed access, i.e. the segment is active either because the authorized electric road vehicle is present in the same segment or that the activation sequence has activated segments in anticipation of the arrival of the authorized electric road vehicle.��In order to be present easily in the same segment as the authorized electric road vehicle, the segment length needs to be at least 40 meters or longer. The issue is assumed to be if most interest when the segments are in the order of 1 or 2 km.��Based on the received information from the electric road concerning segment power consumption as well as perceived gradients (changes in the consumption taken together with information concerning the subscription from the allowed access as well as the position and velocity information that the allowed access transmits to the operator), it should be possible to deduce that an unauthorized access exists.��Once this has been determined, the ER surveillance equipment can be tasked with taking photos of the unauthorized access since there will be knowledge at the operator of where the unauthorized access has occurred and continues to occur. The positioning of the surveillance equipment (presumably cameras) can take into account the road and possible places where the unauthorized access can get off the road. 
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Electric Road UsageShows all the interfaces between different actors. Updated to contain the information regarding unauthorized usage.



Electric Road Connection and Monitoring Handling
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Electric Road Connection and Monitoring HandlingThe interfaces for the specific case of connection and monitoring handling
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09 ERS maintenance Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the maintenance of the Electric Road.Part of the maintenance could also be the procurement of additional electric road segments. Therefore, <Procurement> is an extension of the <Electric Road maintenance>.
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09 ERS maintenance Use CaseThis diagram visualizes the actors involved in the maintenance of the Electric Road.Part of the maintenance could also be the procurement of additional electric road segments. Therefore, <Procurement> is an extension of the <Electric Road maintenance>.
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Capabilities for all ERS phasesThese capabilities are the currently defined high-level specifications of the ERS and its different phases. They are to be considered as a means to evaluate how well a phase has been executed. 



28 Capabilities with parameters
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Capabilities with parametersThis view is another complimentary view on the previous Capabilities. No new capability has been added. But here you can see the internal parameters and measurements. These are useful tools in order to evaluate how well the capabilities have been met and fulfilled. Real-life data can be plugged in.



38 Measurement sets and its linked Capability
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Measurement Sets – A collection of measurements used to evaluate how well the capability has been met. Later the measurement set will be linked to Fielded Capabilities as Actual Measurement Sets. This means that the measurements has been assigned real, actual data. Not all attributes in the measurement set has to be used for evaluating the Fielded Capability.
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Capability Configuration - A composite 
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properties (and their interactions) in an 
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Actual Measurement Set - A set of 
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Capability Configuration - A composite structure representing the physical and human resources (and their interactions) in an enterprise, assembled to meet a capabilityThe Capability Configuration exhibits certain Capabilities. The capabilities have certain properties or target attributes and values they ideally have to meet. This is to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of that capability, i.e. a Measurement of Effectiveness (MoE). The Capabilities therefore can have the relationship Desired Effect, linking it to the Actual Measurement Sets.
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46 ERS Expansion Progress for Three Roads
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ERS Expansion Progress for Three Roads
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Here the different Enterprise Phases are defined. Then there are the Enterprise Goals identified by a unique “id” and associated with a specific Enterprise Phases.Each Enterprise Phase should also have an Enterprise Vision created. Linked is then the Vision Statement for that specific Enterprise Vision. 
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This view shows the “Actual” enterprise phases for the Electric Road project. It describes the phase of an Enterprise endeavor. The Actual Enterprise Phase now also contains different attributes such as “goal” which comes from the previous Enterprise Goals and “startDate”. Each actual phase then Exhibits a number of capabilities. 
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This view conveys the current set of data/information that could be used to describe an electric road. It is purely an Information view. The information diagram is a representation of a system block with a hierarchy of its composite elements and value types.Can be seen as an inventory over the internal contents and shows the type and quantity of each value. It is a form of data decomposition and shows the structural relationships.This view conveys the current set of data/information that could be used to describe a certain data element.In the following views is the breakdown of this diagram, it was not done any specific order.
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This is the complete relationship diagram for all logical elements in the MagicDraw model. It shows how certain elements are related to each other and what is expected between two linked elements. The diagram can me made scenario specific, which will be seen later on. In the upcoming views is a breakdown of this diagram. They are sorted after the stakeholders of the following cases; Electricity Handling and Subscriptions, Vehicle Handling and Electric Road. 



68 Relationship Between Logical Elements – Electricity Handling and 
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01.1 Relationships between logical elements electricity handling and subscriptionsThis view contains all the elements regarding Electricity Handling and Subscriptions for electric road. From the diagram it becomes quite clear how each element are related to each other. The view is centred around the “Electric Road Operator”.



69 Relationship Between Logical Elements – Vehicle Handling
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01.2 Relationships between logical elements vehicle handling This view contains all the elements regarding electric road Vehicle Handling. The view is centred around the “Electric Road Vehicle”.



69 Relationship Between Logical Elements – Electric Road
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This view contains all the elements regarding the Electric Road itself.The view is then of course centred around the “Electric Road”.
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This is the interface for the specific case of “Energy Contract Handling”. All the elements and signals in the diagram is revolved around this scenario. The energy contract is signed between the energy provider and the electric road operator only. The electric road operations contract and handling is dealt only between the electric road owner and the electric road operator. When the electricity contract is in place, the energy provider will then start transferring electricity to the local power grids which powers the electric roads.



75 Energy Contract Handling [accepted] Sequence Diagram
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This sequence diagram handles the scenario when an energy contract has been accepted between the electric road owner and the energy provider.It shows the following interaction between the participating elements after an energy contract has been accepted.



78 Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor
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Electric road usage billing haulage contractorThis activity diagram describes the workflow for the scenario when Haulage Contractor is responsible for the power consumption invoices. The diagram starts when the power consumption monitor has been activated in the electric road vehicle and ends when the electricity consumption invoice payment has been transferred to the electric road owner.The activity “Power consumption monitoring” in the diagram has an internal activity, this can be seen in the slide “Power Consumption Monitoring”.Notes:This activity diagram intends to describe a possible billing process concerned with haulage i.e. where the haulage contractor subscribes to electric road access, i.e. a subscription has been negotiated in between the operator and the haulage contractor.��Based on vehicle based measurements the haulage contractor in this case receives effect usage from each vehicle as does the ER operator. The diagram shows three different vehicles where 2 belong to one operator and one to another operator. Each of the haulage contractors store usage associated with them for verification purposes.��The electric road operator receives all of the usage data from all vehicles and periodically usage for a given haulage contractor is retrieved by the operator billing activity (here shown as being initiated twice one for each contractor since this would depend on what the subscription actually contained as far a billing periodicity is concerned.��The result of the latter billing process are invoices transmitted to each of the two contractors shown here and the invoices may be accepted  or rejected by the contractor. IN the former case payment is sent and. IT is received by the ER operator and the operator may forward an agreed amount of this to the ER owner depending on hoe the agreement between them stipulates that this should be done.��A rejected invoice presumably leads to some manual interaction between the contractor and the operator that is not discussed further here.��Obviously, the haulage contractor needs to have an agreement with the transported goods owner in this scenario, either by charging electricity use separately to the transported goods owner or by dealing with this up front in the original agreement.��How this is dealt with could also be influenced by whether the transported goods owner have environmental objectives that needs to be considered.[The activity “Effect usage monitoring” contains an internal activity diagram, this can be shown in slide 30]



84 Power Consumption Billing: Transported Goods Owner
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Electric road usage billing transported goods ownerThis activity diagram describes the workflow for the scenario when Transported Goods Owner is responsible for the power consumption invoices. The diagram starts when the power consumption monitor has been activated in the electric road vehicle and ends when the electricity consumption invoice payment has been transferred to the electric road owner.Note that he haulage contractor has disappeared from this scenario when it is the Transported Goods Owner responsible for the invoicing. Notes:This activity diagram intends to describe a possible billing process with transported goods i.e. where the transported goods owner subscribes to electric road access, i.e. a subscription has been negotiated in between the operator and the transported goods owner.��The diagram show handling of one vehicle where however the goods transported belongs to three different transported goods owner. This implies that the vehicle effect usage measurement needs to subdivide the total effect made use of for the access among the, in this case three different owners. This can be done based on a simple percentage basis dealing with weight. The percentage is also what needs to be transmitted to the different transported goods owners whereas the totality as well as the different percentages needs to be sent to the operator.��The electric road operator receives all of the usage data from all vehicles and periodically usage for a given transported goods owner is retrieved by the operator billing activity (here shown as being initiated three times one for each owner since this would depend on what the subscription actually contained as far a billing periodicity is concerned.��The result of the latter billing process are invoices transmitted to each of the owners shown here and the invoices many be accepted  or rejected by the contractor. In the former case payment is sent and it is received by the ER operator and the operator may forward an agreed amount of this to the ER owner depending on hoe the agreement between them stipulates that this should be done.��A rejected invoice presumably leads to some manual interaction between the goods owner and the operator that is not discussed further here.
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Utan ram“Power Consumption Monitoring” is an underlying activity belonging to slide ”Power Consumption Billing: Haulage Contractor“. It shows in detail the parameters that are associated with the ports, basically what is allowed to flow in and out.
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Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Operator (Simple)Only one instance per actor.



94 ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner 
(Simple)
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ERS Subscription Handling: Haulage Contractor – Electric Road Owner (Simple)Only one instance per actor.
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ERS Subscription Handling: Transported Goods Owner – Electric Road Owner (Simple)Only one instance per actor



102 ER usage connection start
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ER usage disconnectionThis diagram shows disconnection handling as well as storage of the total power used for a single connection event. 



104 ER Connection: Check Vehicle Access Rights
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Utan ramCheck Vehicle Access Rights”Check Vehicle Access Rights” is an underlying activity diagram part of the swim-lane ”ERS Usage”.This diagram handles more in detail how a vehicle is to be checked before it can connect to the electric road. 



106 ER usage connection ongoing
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ER usage connection ongoingThis activity diagram is trying to describe something that is actually better described by other types of diagrams. The fundamental point here is that the segments depending on their length needs to be activated in advance as the electric road vehicle progresses through the electric road segments. The handling of this is highly dependent on the length of the segments. A electric road vehicle travelling at 36 km/h will pass 10 meters in one second. 72 km/h means 20 meters in one second and 108 km/h means 30 meters. How quickly segments can be activated or deactivated will also matter in determining how long in advance segments will need to be activated to prepare for the arrival of a electric road vehicle.��The handling above makes use of the following:��It is assumed that the vehicle can periodically transmit its speed and position (5g should make this easily possible) to the electric road operator, making it possible for the operator to determine how fast the electric road vehicle is progressing though the segments and then deactivate or activate segments in advance to make the transition between segments easy. Obviously if there are several lorries present the activation and deactivation segments may overlap and this need to be taken into account, i.e. a segment cannot be deactivated if another electric road vehicle requires it to active.��Another 5g assumption is also made use of here, namely that the segments themselves report to the overall handling of the electric road regarding current power consumption as well as power consumption gradients. If this is done, the position as well as speed information can be correlated by the electric road operator with the segment power consumption fir further verification.��If a segment is 20 meters in length or less, it seems unlikely that more than one electric road vehicle could make use of an individual segment. In cases where the segment is much longer say 1 km, more than one electric road vehicle could make use of a single segment.�
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ER usage connection ongoing simpleThis activity diagram is trying to describe something that is actually better described by other types of diagrams. The fundamental point here is that the segments depending on their length needs to be activated in advance as the electric road vehicle progresses through the electric road segments. The handling of this is highly dependent on the length of the segments. A electric road vehicle travelling at 36 km/h will pass 10 meters in one second. 72 km/h means 20 meters in one second and 108 km/h means 30 meters. How quickly segments can be activated or deactivated will also matter in determining how long in advance segments will need to be activated to prepare for the arrival of a electric road vehicle.��The handling above makes use of the following:��It is assumed that the vehicle can periodically transmit its speed and position (5g should make this easily possible) to the electric road operator, making it possible for the operator to determine how fast the electric road vehicle is progressing though the segments and then deactivate or activate segments in advance to make the transition between segments easy. Obviously if there are several lorries present the activation and deactivation segments may overlap and this need to be taken into account, i.e. a segment cannot be deactivated if another electric road vehicle requires it to active.��Another 5g assumption is also made use of here, namely that the segments themselves report to the overall handling of the electric road regarding current power consumption as well as power consumption gradients. If this is done, the position as well as speed information can be correlated by the electric road operator with the segment power consumption fir further verification.��If a segment is 20 meters in length or less, it seems unlikely that more than one electric road vehicle could make use of an individual segment. In cases where the segment is much longer say 1 km, more than one electric road vehicle could make use of a single segment.�
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ER unauthorized usage handlingThis diagram indicates specific actions associated with the detection of pirate usage of electricity from the electric road.��In order for pirate usage to be detected and dealt with,, the following scenario needs to be dealt with.�The segment lengths are such that more than one electric road vehicle can make use of each segment.�Pirate use requires that the segment has been activated based on an allowed access, i.e. the segment is active either because the authorized electric road vehicle is present in the same segment or that the activation sequence has activated segments in anticipation of the arrival of the authorized electric road vehicle.��In order to be present easily in the same segment as the authorized electric road vehicle, the segment length needs to be at least 40 meters or longer. The issue is assumed to be if most interest when the segments are in the order of 1 or 2 km.��Based on the received information from the electric road concerning segment power consumption as well as perceived gradients (changes in the consumption taken together with information concerning the subscription from the allowed access as well as the position and velocity information that the allowed access transmits to the operator), it should be possible to deduce that an unauthorized access exists.��Once this has been determined, the ER surveillance equipment can be tasked with taking photos of the unauthorized access since there will be knowledge at the operator of where the unauthorized access has occurred and continues to occur. The positioning of the surveillance equipment (presumably cameras) can take into account the road and possible places where the unauthorized access can get off the road. 
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Electric Road UsageShows all the interfaces between different actors. Updated to contain the information regarding unauthorized usage.
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Electric Road Connection and Monitoring HandlingThe interfaces for the specific case of connection and monitoring handling
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